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Description: Constitutional Law influences Environmental Law, Land Use and Natural Resources Law more than ever. These days, nearly three in four reported federal environmental and natural resources law cases involve constitutional issues. Constitutional issues are also more frequently in play at state local, transnational, and international levels.

Constitutional issues include the extent to which Congress can regulate activities that are historically or arguably intrastate in nature (Commerce Clause), delegate congressional prerogatives (Non-delegation doctrine), impel states and state officials to follow federal environmental policies (Preemption, Property and Spending Clauses, and the 10th and 11th Amendments), compensate for conversion of private property for public use (5th Amendment), and conduct warrantless searches (4th Amendment).

This casebook would address trends and recent developments in the field of constitutional environmental law. The casebook is timely because the U.S. Supreme Court has taken an interest in addressing the confluence of the two fields more frequently than ever before. Nearly ten percent of its 2006-07 docket involved environmental cases with constitutional issues.
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